Bideford College HISTORY Faculty: Key Stage 2 – 4 Progress Matrix
In order to get a
grade 1 at GCSE
you must be
able to
H1.1:
write a limited
amount so it
relates to the
question.

In order to get a
grade 2 at GCSE
you must be
able to
H2.1: spell, use
grammar and
punctuate with
some accuracy
and control of
meaning.

In order to get a
grade 3 at GCSE
you must be
able to
H3.1: spell, use
grammar and
punctuate with
reasonable
accuracy and
control of
meaning.

In order to get a
grade 4 at GCSE
you must be
able to
H4.1: spell, use
grammar and
punctuate with
accuracy and
control of
meaning.

In order to get
a grade 5 at
GCSE you must
be able to
H5.1: structure
responses into
PEEL
paragraphs.

In order to get
a grade 6 at
GCSE you must
be able to
H6.1: produce
well written,
PEEL
paragraphs
without spelling
or grammar
errors.

In order to get
a grade 7 at
GCSE you must
be able to
H7.1: produce
well written,
PEEL
paragraphs
without spelling
or grammar
errors.

In order to get a
grade 8 at GCSE
you must be
able to
H8.1:
consistently
produce well
written, PEEL
paragraphs
without spelling
or grammar
errors.

In order to get a
grade 9 at GCSE
you must be
able to
H9.1:
consistently
produce well
written, PEEL
paragraphs,
using specialist
terms.

Recall AO1

H1.2: use limited
knowledge and
understanding of
the topic is
shown.

H2.2: use
limited
knowledge and
understanding
of the topic.

H3.2: show
some
knowledge and
understanding
of the topic.

H4.2: recall
some accurate
and relevant
information.

H5.2: recall
accurate and
relevant
information
with some
knowledge of
features.

H6.2: recall
accurate and
relevant
information
with knowledge
of features.

H7.2: recall
accurate and
relevant
information
with good
knowledge of
features.

H8.2: recall
accurate and
relevant
information
with precise
knowledge of
features.

H9.2: recall
accurate and
relevant
information
with excellent
knowledge of
features.

Description
AO1–

H1.3: describe a
valid ‘feature’.

H2.3: describe
two valid
‘features’.

H3.3: describe
2-3 valid
‘features’.

H4.3: describe 2
valid ‘features’
supported with
accurate and
relevant details.

H2.4: show basic
understanding
of context of
event /
provenance of
the source.

H3.4: show basic
understanding
of context of
event /
provenance of
the source.

H4.4: show
some
understanding
of the context of
event /
provenance of
the source.

H2.5: use
limited
explanation.

H3.5: provide a
basic
explanation.

H4.5: use some
explanation
directly linked to

H5.5: use
explicit
explanation in
depth to

H6.5: use
explicit
explanation in
depth to

H8.4: show
understanding
of the context
and how this
drives analysis
of the
provenance of
the source.
H8.5: produce
an in depth
explanation
which strongly

H9.4: show
understanding
of the context
and analysis of
provenance to
help future
research.

H1.5 provide a
limited
description.

H7.3: describe
3-4 valid
‘features’
supported with
accurate and
relevant details.
H7.4: show
understanding
of the context
& well
supported
effects on the
provenance of
the source.
H7.5: use in
depth and
explicit
explanation

H9.3: describe 4
valid ‘features’
supported with
accurate and
relevant details.

H1.4: show
understanding of
the historical
context, but
anachronisms
displayed.

H6.3: describe
3 valid
‘features’
supported with
accurate and
relevant details.
H6.4: show
understanding
of the context
of event /
provenance of
the source.

H8.3: describe 4
valid ‘features’
supported with
accurate and
relevant details.

Context A02
+ A04

H5.3: describe
2-3 valid
‘features’
supported with
accurate and
relevant details.
H5.4: show
understanding
of the context
of event /
provenance of
the source.

Literacy –
AO1 +AO2

H9.5: produce
an in depth
explanation
which focuses

the argument or
question.

support an
argument.

support an
argument.

which is
adequate to
support
argument.
H7.6: make an
explicit
inference
explained using
supporting
evidence.

supports your
argument.

on a strongly
supported
argument.

H8.6: make an
explicit
inference
explained using
supporting
evidence.
H8.7: analyse
message and
NOP criteria
supported by
own knowledge
+ context.
H8.8: identify
differences with
clear
interpretation
and analysis.

H9.6 make an
explicit
inference
explained with
directly
supporting
evidence.
H9.7: analyse
message and
NOP criteria
supported by
own knowledge
and context.
H9.8: identify
differences
explicitly with in
depth
interpretation
and analysis.
H9.9: explicitly
explain the
importance of
factors to
specifically
support
judgements
made.
H9.10 use valid
and explicit
criteria to make
a judgement
which is
supported by
own knowledge.

Inference
AO3

H1.6: simply
describe
information
given.

H2.6: describe in
detail.

H3.6: make an
implicit
inference
without
supporting
evidence.

H4.6: make
some inference
using supporting
evidence.

H5.6: make an
explicit
inference with
some
supporting
evidence.

H6.6: make an
explicit
inference
explained using
supporting
evidence.

NOPAM
analysis
AO3

H1.7: describe
the source
material taken at
face value.

H2.7: describe
source material,
message is
understood.

H4.7:
understand the
message and
one criterion of
NOP.

H5.7:
understand the
message and
two criteria of
NOP.

H6.7:
understand the
message and
three criteria of
NOP.

Similarity
and
difference
AO2 + AO4

H1.8: only
identify material
given.

H2.8: show
some
understanding
of similarities
and differences.

H3.7: show
implicit
understanding
of message and
one criterion of
NOP.
H3.8: identify
similarities and
differences.

H4.8: identify
some similarities
and differences.

H5.8: identify
similarities and
differences.

H6.8: identify
differences
explicitly with
reference to
own argument.

H7.7: analyse
message and
NOP criteria
supported by
own knowledge
and context.
H7.8: identify
differences
explicitly with
explanation of
own argument.

Importance
AO4

H1.9: give an
answer that
treats all the
causes/evidence
the same.

H2.9: have some
understanding
of the
importance of
factors.

H3.9: show
some
understanding
of the
importance of
factors.

H4.9: show
some
understanding
of the
importance of
factors.

H5.9: implicitly
use the
importance of
factors to
support
judgements
made.

H6.9: explicitly
use the
importance of
factors to
support
judgements
made.

H7.9: explicitly
explain the
importance of
factors to
support
judgements
made.

H8.9: explicitly
explain the
importance of
factors to
directly support
judgements
made.

How far do
you agree?
AO4

H1.10: provide
opinions given to
you and take
them at face
value,

H2.10: put
forward one’s
own opinion.

H3.10: show an
overall
judgement
without
justification.

H4.10: make an
overall
judgement with
limited
justification.

H5.10: make an
overall
judgement with
some
justification and
knowledge.

H6.10: make an
overall
judgement
using
justification and
knowledge.

H7.10: use valid
and explicit
criteria to make
a judgement.

H8.10: use valid
and explicit
criteria to make
a judgement
which is
supported by
own knowledge.

